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Ingliz tili 8-sinf 
1-variant

1. … is popular modern music with a strong beat.    
A) pop music   B) jazz   C) rock    D) classic music
2. Swimming makes.... fit.   
A) her       B) he    C) we  D)  A,С
3. It makes me ….  
A) happy   B) artist     C) want …  D) a,c
4. "Swan Lake" - It is ...   
A) opera      B) ballet      C) sing        D) poet
5. Bernara Karieva is ....      
A) ballet singer    B) ballet dancer     C) an actor     D) singer
6. .. composed the national anthem of Uzbekistan.  
A) Ulugbek   B) Farhadi   C) Aripov  D) Burxonov
7. An .... is a person who paints and draws.
A) artist   B) singer  C) actor     D) dancer
8. What do we use a telescope for?  
A) to study the mountains           B) to study the stars  
C) to study the Earth                        D)a,b
9. Who was a leading astronomer in Central Asia? 
A) Kassir Farghani    B) Ulugbek  C) Babur  D)Xumoyun
10. ..... Pacific Ocean is ..... biggest in the world.   
A) a / the   B) the / the    C) - / the   D) a/a
11. London is on ... river Thames.  
A)  the               B)  a       C) -            D) an
12. My sister is .... girl in the family.
A) younger      B) old        C) the youngest              D) pretty
13. Who was the first man is space?     
A) G.Titov    B) N.Armstrong       C) Y.Gagarin  D) Ulugbek
14. … Chinese speak Chinese.
A) The  B) A  C) -  D) An
15. It is not always easy for …old and …young to find a common language.
A) the/the   B) -/- C) an/a  D) the/a
16. Where’s … letter we got yesterday? I can’t see it on… desk.
A) the/a   B) a/ a   C) the/-   D) the/the
17. Who was ,,Mother's Portrait" painted by ?
A) Akhmedov     B) Shish kin      C) Peale     D) Kandinsky
18. When was The State Museum of Fine Arts of Uzbekistan founded?
A) 1918     B)1928     C)1998       D) 1994    
19. Which Statue is the biggest?
A) The Statue of Amir Temur                B) The Statue of Napoleon
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C) The Statue of Liberty                         D) The Statue of A.Navoi
20. … is a musical play where all the words are sung.   
A) rock                 B) opera                  C) jazz                 D) Rapp
21.If it (to snow), the children will play snowballs.
22.If I (not to know) English, I should not be able to enjoy Byron’s poetry.
23.I (not to do) it if you didn’t ask me .
24. You will never finish your work if you (to waste) your time like that.
25.If I (to have) his telephone number, I should easily settle this matter with 
him.
26. If the fishermen had been less patient, he( not to catch) so much fish. 
27. Where does The Statue of Liberty stand?  
28. Complete these sentences: I like photographs ____ than paintings.   
29. If soil is looked after, it … … … again and again.    
30.  “Mill in the wood” was painted in 1870. It …  by Shishkin



Ingliz tili 8-sinf  
2-variant

1.We … very glad to see you.
a) is     b) are     c) am     d) to be
2.He … to eat ice-cream.
a) likes  b) like  c) liked  d) to like
3.John … fond of football.
a) are     b) am      c) to be     d) is
4.My family … to Tashkent last year.
a) went     b) go     c) goes    d) play
5.Tom … tennis yesterday.
a) read     b) plays    c) played    d) play
6.The garden is … the house.
a)   on     b) in     c) behind     d) into
7.The pen is … the table.
a) come     b) on     c) the     d) a
8.My mother is a teacher. … name is Mary.
a) My      b) His      c) Your       d) Her
9.My friend’s name is Bob. … is a pupil.
a) I      b) We      c) He      d) She
10.There are … apples on the plate.
a) much      b) any           c) many       d) little
11.There is … water in the glass.
a) Much           b) any          c) many     d) how
12.Is there … sweets in the box?
a) Some        b) can         c) any      d) much 
13.There are … books in the bag.
a) Some        b) can        c) any       d) much
14.The capital of Great Britain is … .
a) New York      b) London    c) Oxford         d) Tashkent
15.English people celebrate … on the 25th of December.
a) Constitution Day                       b) Mother’s Day     
c) Independence Day                           d) Christmas Day
16. Find the correct structure.
A) As the same as    B) so the same as 
C) as not the same  D) not the same as     
17. The Financial Times is printed on _____________ paper.
A) white   B) yellow     C) grey       D) pink                                
18. It threw  … over the hard, ugly land of the moon
A)  A blue bright green light   
B) a bright blue-green light      



C) green light     
D) blue green bright light   
19.The national emblem of New Zealand is … .
A)the kangaroo  B)the kiwi bird   C)the kiwi fruit     D)the whale
20.The capital of Australia is … .
A)Sydney     B)Canberra     C)Cardiff         D)Darwin
21  Helen usually wears skirts, ____________?
22This street is named ___________Navoi.
23You look sleepy. I’d go to bed, if I ______________.  
24.Monkeys, bears, wolves, foxes, hares live … .
25.In winter we put on … .
26.We … read books next week.
27.He … play chess tomorrow.
28. The head of Great Britain is ______________.
29. Complete the sentence below with is it, are you or do you.
____________________ happy working twelve hours a day?
 30.   … was built in 1982   



Ingliz tili 8-sinf  
3-variant

1. I’ve got a book _____ Mark Twain.
A) by     B) from   C) off    D) in
2. Help me _____ my homework.
A) in   B) by   C) with   D) on
3. These exercises are _____ in the exam.
A) the difficulties  B) the most difficult  C) the difficult  D) most difficult
4. His exam marks were _____ for several months.
A) the baddest   B) the bad   C) badder  D) the worst
5. Have you _____ any rice?
A) have B) got C) have got D) had
6. Bill _____ got any friends.
A) has no   B) hasn’t   C) doesn’t   D) not
7. Last week was _____ than this week.
A) busy   B) more busy   C) busier   D) the busiest
8. Hey! You are _____ employee in our firm.
A) youngest   B) younger   C) young   D) the youngest
9. She is taller _____ her elder sister.
A) than   B) then   C) that   D) the
10. Yesterday it was ____ the day before yesterday.
A) colder the   B) colder than   C) colder them  D) colder
11. Nancy’s car is ____than mine, but Ben’s car is ____ car.
A) the most expensive / more expensive
B) more expensive / the most expensive
C) expensiver / expensivest
D) most expensive / the more expensive
12. Your essay was _____ than Jim’s, but it was _____ than Mary’s.
A) better / worse   B) gooder / badder  C) better / worst  D) best / worse
13. New houses are _____ than old ones.
A) more modern and clean    B) modern and cleaner
C) more modern and cleaner  D) moderner/cleaner
14. A: _____ she _____ a new job?
B: Yes, she does.
A) Has / got     B) Does / got  C) Does / * D) Does / have
15. A: _____ they got any problems?
B: No, they _____ .
A) Have / haven’t   B) Do / have  C) Do / does  D) Does / has
16. Maya _____ got a camera. And she _____ have a car either.
A) haven’t / doesn’t   B) hasn’t / doesn’t  C) doesn’t / hasn’t D) haven’t / don’t



17. She dived _____ the lake and went _____ the water quickly.
A) into / out of   B) in / out of  C) into / out  D) in / out
18. Who can run first _____ and _____ the hill?
A) up / on  B) upper / down  C) down / under  D) up / down
19. I wish you … so loudly.
A) won’t talk  B) didn’t talk   C) don’t talk   D) aren’t talking
20. Peter … since 7 o’clock. He … writing yet.
A) has been writing/ hasn’t finished   B) has written/ hasn’t written   C) wrote/
didn’t write
D) have been writing/ hasn’t writing   
21.If it (to snow), the children will play snowballs.
22.If I (not to know) English, I should not be able to enjoy Byron’s poetry.
23.I (not to do) it if you didn’t ask me .
24. Complete  the  sentence  with  a  suitable  form of  the  verb  “to  destroy”.
Poisonous  wastes  are  produced ,which  … using machines  or  thrown into
rivers and lakes, causing pollution.
25. Complete the sentence correctly. The sick … given free hospital treatment.
26. Had you been on TV before?     
27. I ...... my mother with the housework yesterday
28. Put the preposition: A song show is a programme ….  lots of songs and
music
29. I remember when I went to school … the first time.
30. Whose book is called “Farewell, Childhood”? 


